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LETTER FROM
THE EDITOR:

FROM THE PRESIDENT
OF IPTN
Dear IPTN members and other friends
As I write this it is a mellow evening in
Auckland New Zealand, with summer-laden trees
out of my office window and a sky of tender
duck-egg blue lit up by clouds which pick up the
colour of a sun that has already set.

Firstly, let me apologise for the late arrival
of your Interplay, despite its lateness I hope
you enjoy reading it. It is dominated by two
remarkable events: The Eighth International Conference in Shizuoka, Japan, and the
International Playback Gathering in Hong
Kong which followed it. Both events were
clear signs of the lively and growing interest
in playback theatre in Asia.

I am thinking of how to communicate to those
of you who could not come the beauty of our
gathering in Japan. Imagine a large room, like a hall but oval shaped, with a
dramatic light sculpture hanging like crystals from the centre of the roof.
We stood around the perimeter of this room at the beginning and end of the
conference – around a hundred and fifty of us who had made the journey
from all corners of the earth. Many came from Asia; many were young; all
looked around the circle with faces which were bright and alive.

At the end of the conference, we had heard Jonathan Fox’s insightful and
inspiring address Our Red Thread (which I hope you have all read) and by
Secondly, I wish to tell you about changes to singing in Japanese about the plants and animals, it seemed as if we had
Interplay. We have decided to offer the pa- brought them too into our magic circle. I felt aware of the many, many
per version of Interplay twice a year and to Playback practitioners round the world whose representatives we were in
back this up with two Interplay websites:
that moment and was thankful for the amazing work being done in so many
places on the planet – a little of which we had heard about at the conference.

INTERPLAY NEWS. This will be regularly updated and will carry news on what is
It is an enormous privilege to meet in real time and space – but just as
happening in the international playback important is our meeting through the thinking and writing that Nick facilitates
community. Please send me any playback for us in INTERPLAY. I hope that people will embrace the new organisation
news for this site.
of our communication and send in news and views for the newsletter as well
as working on longer articles on themes that are bugging or inspiring us.

INTERPLAY JOURNAL. We hope to build
up a collection of longer articles on this site.
Please think about contributing to this. This
site has been launched with a challenging
article on playback theatre in a U.S. prison
by Rich Menges.

The IPTN Board met just prior to the Conference and worked through a
lengthy agenda that took several days. Because we have been meeting every
three months in our internet chat room for a couple of years now, we were
quite used to each other but got a lot of joy and energy from being able to
share real time and space.
The first day we met was 21 September which is designated by the UN as

Both websites can be accessed by going to:
the day of the Culture of Peace and this felt wonderfully appropriate. We
www.playbacknet.org/interplay/interplay
Thirdly, we are aiming to translate Interplay
articles into many more languages than we
are able to do at the minute. Veronica Needa
has kindly agreed to be out ‘translation coordinator’. If you are able to translate an article from English into another language
please contact Veronica at: vneeda@aol.com
Fourthly, please keep writing for Interplay.
We welcome short and longer pieces on any
aspects of playback. Send material to me:
Nick Rowe email: n.rowe@yorksj.ac.uk
165 Haxby Road
York St John College
YO31 8JL
York
England
Thanks
Nick
.2. INTERPLAY

are not politicians; we are artists and community workers, parents and children,
citizens and dreamers. If peace is to be made, it has to be from the grass
roots, or as we say in Aotearoa/New Zealand, the flaxroots. In our Playback
work we are lucky enough to be able to support the building of a just and
peaceful world – which involves us in pushing the envelope wherever we can
to encourage creativity, critical thinking and commitment to constructive
action, not just words.
So – enough from me! Best wishes for a snug winter, or a glorious summer,
with lots of good stories and excellent enactments wherever you are!

CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
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Ichigo-Ichie-Encountering the root of the story
Kayo Munakata, Playback AZ

It was evening. The
bullet train that I hopped
onto after the company
rehearsal had only a few
passengers. Just an hour ago,
our planning group had
acted each other’s vision
regarding the success of the
world conference.
Will the conference
really become what we are
all hoping for it to be? Will
the overseas participants,
who do not speak a word of
Japanese, be able to arrive
safely at Narita airport, take
the bullet train and arrive in Shizuoka? Will the Japanese
participants truly overcome the language barrier to communicate
with the overseas participants? ‘Whatever happens, with our
group teamwork, we can handle anything!’ I had to tell and
convince myself with these words over and over again. The four
days of the conference was truly a challenge.
At 6:00pm on September 25th, 2003, the opening ceremony
hall was bursting with the sound of the Japanese drum (Taiko)
performed by many Elementary school students.As I listened to
the sounds of these drums and watched the children working
with their instruments with full vigour, I saw myself as one of
the children, and also saw “Playback AZ” as one of the children,
and the history and path of Playback theatre in these children.The
path of pursuing Playback theatre in Japan was not always easy.
The path had many steep hills and deep valleys along the way.
Just until recently, no one thought that the world conference
could be a reality.
In the opening ceremony, some 180 participants representing
20 countries created a large “people circle”, and this scene alone
was quite overwhelming. We had participants from Oceania,
Europe, and American continents, as well as 16 participants
representing various countries in Asia. To Japan, Asia seems
close, yet it is a land far away. The Japanese participants all had
high hopes for making the four days a great success for all the
participants, and imagining what was about to unfold in the next
four days gave me shivers of excitement.
All the organizers from the past world conference have set
their precious “vision” for the conference. We too set the theme
as “Ichigo-Ichie”(Here and Now) and wished for many great
“Encounters” in the moment of here and now. East and West,
tradition and innovation, commonality and diversity, people to
people. Playback AZ also had another vision. This had to do
with introducing the Japanese Playback community to a more
social, and global perspective with respect to Playback theatre.
Our company has been quite fortunate in this regard, since
for the past few years, we have been blessed with many offers to
perform on many difficult social themes where the performance
was used for public education purposes. We have been
performing frequently, representing the voices of the “socially
oppressed” people. Performing such roles opened a new door
of awareness among the actors and company members for many
social issues within Japan.
However, how about on the global issue level? Our members
were aware of the fact that we were not so knowledgeable about
what went on in other parts of the world, or about the history of
what went on in each of the nations. Especially regarding Asian
countries, we all knew of our ignorance regarding social and
historical issues, which existed between Japan and these Asian
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nations. Because some of our
members have performed in
overseas settings, we were
aware of the fact that doing
Playback Theatre in a socalled homogeneous society
with one language and
seemingly one culture, was a
totally different environment
compared to heterogeneous
global settings.
I have often thought
that many Japanese view the
world only through a news
program, and may have
mentally blocked the
associating stories, which go along with the news through a
“mental national isolation”.
I hoped that, through this conference, Japan would meet the
world in a different context from that of the past, and share
stories with each other - even the dark and not often talked
about stories - which may lead to mild and gradual social change.
Some of the workshops were very much in line with this
expectation, and many participants had a precious experience.
At the same time, I heard many voices saying that facing social
issues through Playback Theatre is truly beautiful and meaningful
- yet how difficult it is!
Speaking of my own experience, I recall the night when our
group performed and I played the role of a Japanese being racially
discriminated against. I also played a role of a person facing the
cruel reality of Holocaust. Was I close to the realm of truth that
these stories held? If I missed hearing something, what was it
that I missed? Did we truly “meet” with each other? Was there
any “change”?
Almost two months have passed by since the completion of
this conference. Even as I write this, my thoughts are with this
theme. How much shadow and light did the overseas participants
see of Japan? And how much did we see of the shadow and light
in other countries? Did the four days bring about any change in
our lives? These questions will stay with me as long as I continue
to do Playback Theatre, but the world conference has certainly
made the meaning of these questions much deeper.
Many things happened during the four days. Just as on stage,
many offers came, and as we picked up offers, more offers were
waiting to be picked up again. I was ever so grateful to the staff
members who continued to work joyously under such
demanding conditions. I wanted to pray for those who quietly
collected rubbish and cleaned the rooms. Many people noticed,
or unnoticed, extended their warm hands and thoughts to making
this conference a success.
I would like to extend my deepest gratitude for all those who
attended the conference, as well as for those who could not
attend the conference despite their wish to do so. I also extend
special thanks to the “Playback Seeds” members for having been
a great help, the volunteer staff members, the Interpreters team
members for having worked under some harsh conditions, and
to Jonathan and Jo who have supported all of with much love and
warmth throughout the entire process of the conference. Last
but not the least, I extend my thanks to the Playback AZ members
for their unprecedented work. What a wonderful team we are!
Having met with all of you has made this conference a reality. I
hope to see you all again in the next world conference. Until
then…Gokigenyou!



Jonathan Fox

CLOSINGADDRESS: OUR RED THREAD
International Playback Theatre Conference
“Ichigo Ichie – Here and Now”
Shizuoka, Japan
If you want to build peace it’s important
that both sides show mature human
behaviour” (these are the words of an
African author writing about reconciliation. – to understand what he means,
just think of the the inspiring and astonishing example of South Africa in 1994
when the first free election was held and
Mandela became president. A bloodbath
could have been expected but did not happen because both side showed considerable mature human behaviour.)1
When I heard that phrase I though of
Playback Theatre – For example:
• as an actor: we play the story, we are always imperfect, we can always do it better, yet we need to
stay centred and be ready in a positive way for the
next story. This requires a very mature attitude –
the ability to live with imperfection.
• We sit waiting for the teller to pick or not to pick us
– it takes mature behaviour to not be picked and
maintain a positive attitude
• Mostly in company life, what we experience, month
after month – this requires mature human behaviour. Sometimes we get tired of having to be so
mature.
Yet Playback Theatre challenges us to be at our best. Playback theatre challenges us always to become better and
fuller human beings. When we start doing Playback – it’s so
much fun – we’re so happy! After one, two, five years, we
answer differently, we say “It’s so tough, this Playback Theatre.”
In the beginning we were only a few doing Playback Theatre – and we are now so many. There are many new opportunities for Playback – This also raises important questions. I want to mention some of them today.
Our interest in doing Playback Theatre was in public settings
and with difficult to tell stories. At the beginning, when were
doing it, it was like a study group – we were learning. Now
we know that we have to be able to:
• reach the heart of the story
• facilitate and hold deep emotions
• read the audience as we would read a book
• know how to distinguish who is there
In every group there are those who are suffering – do
you know who they are?

28 September 2003
In every group there are those who have
been ignored – can you recognise who
they are?
In every group there are those who are
considered different or who feel different – can you see where they are? If you
can see that, do you know how to invite
them? It takes quite a bit of skill.
If you go this far, then you need to know
something about history and politics. If
we come to Japan and invite Japanese
people to tell a story, do we know enough about Japanese
history and culture? If we are ignorant about these things
then the most important stories will not come because people will not feel invited. So, what are your skills in this area?
What are you doing to improve this? I urge you to constantly work to to improve your skills in Playback. This is how we
can enhance the world of Playback. I believe many of you
know how to do this – but we always have to keep reaching
for improvement. Personally, I feel after my 28 years, i still
have so much to learn.
So – technical competence is one area.
Professional relations is another area. How do we relate to
one another? Someone may want to make as much money
as possible. Someone may compete with others. Someone
may put money into brochures or films – Others spurn the
commercial world. We can become angry at the other company or those who do Playback differently from us. It is
quite easy to disrespect them. But remember – mature human behaviour.
The situation has changed so much from the early early years.
We need to find ways to relate, even if different, as members of the Playback community. A certain kind of professional attitude is necessary. We have to be quite careful
about publicly criticizing another Playback member or person – for as a playbacker, we are just diminishing ourselves.
Be careful to respect the work of other companies. Do not
use words from their brochure, logo, photos – without permission. This is quite a different attitude from years before.
It has to do with taking seriously what we do.
In the same way I urge you to support IPTN. They are workINTERPLAY .5.

a Playback stage, with actors waiting – and people on the
way to work or on the way home could stop off and tell their
story: like a Japanese tea house. It sticks with me this vision of playback theatre being so accessible and available.
Playback Theatre has been growing quite quickly and will
probably grow more. In the process it is possible for us to
lose the red thread as a community. I don’t have an answer.
It’s something we all have to watch for and be aware of.
So – I love Playback: its playfulness, respectfulness, regard
for fairness, truthfulness, connection. How can we bring it
to more and more people? How can we maintain technical
competence and professional relations? Mature human behaviour!
____________
Q. What is the role of fair criticism?

ing so hard to organise these things for us. With them at the
lead and us supporting them our professional relationships
will become much easier.
If we are interested in having many communities represented in Playback we have a big challenge. We have such different histories. We have such different levels of wealth.
So if we want to support each other as equals, how do we
do that? How do we overcome the memories of an unjust
past history? How can we overcome great inequalities? How
can we support each other as equals?
This is something that we are learning – and we have more
to learn. It will take mature human behaviour on all our
parts.
The red thread is the connection between personal stories
– when it works well, the threads make a beautiful carpet.
The design of that carpet is always just what we need to
see.
We know however that our Playback does not always make
a beautiful carpet. Often it goes this way:
• the energy of the first story is strong
• the next less
• the next even less
• and suddenly we’ve lost all the threads. We think,
what can we do?
Of course, as we develp our skills, most of the time we can
make the carpet whole.
The red thread is also the growth of the Playback Theatre
movement. I think we all have quite a great responsibility.
If we try we will find the red threads we need to the Playback movement whole.
There’s someone here who once shared a vision with me.
It was that one day in every neighbourhood there would be
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J.F. This is a very important question. Each of us needs to
have a highly developed self critical ability. Even saying that,
it’s quite complicated – because many of us are too critical
of ourselves. We need to accept ourselves – but we have to
be able to judge ourselves. It is important to have a fair and
honest way of giving our colleagues feedback. What makes
it sensitive is that when we practise we use our own stories
so there is always a the personal level as well as an artistic
level. We need to find a way to work with both of these
levels.
Q.
WE are working in a new way, that is not just for us –
handicapped children, those who are silenced like this way.
Your comments? (Question not clear. I remember something
like: You mention Africa and working around the world, but
what about applications in our own communities, even small
ones, like with handicapped children?

J.F. “Playback growing” is not just lateral – in any community, there are many new applications, new contexts.
Whereever there is an experience of being oppressed or
silenced – there is the importance of giving tellers a chance
to tell. The handicapped children are important, too.
Q. Since several years ago, something in you has changed
in regarding Playback. What?

J.F. Time is too short to answer! (Laughter.) My own growth
has been in the area of social awareness and understanding
the importance of social justice. I always wanted Playback
to be a place where anybody can tell their story. Now I
know how difficult that is. And now I know some essential
steps to take to make it possible for people to tell their stories.
____________
This article can be read in Chinese and Hebrew at the Interplay website: http://www.playbacknet.org/interplay/news/
jon.html
(Footnotes)
Assefa, Hiskia. Peace and Reconciliation as a Paradigm. Nairobi, Kenya, ACIS, 1993.
1

Jonathan Fox

Abschlussrede: Unser roter Faden

Internationale Playback Theater Konferenz
?Hier und Jetzt?
Shizuoka, Japan

28. September 2003
wichtige Fragen aufwirft. Ich möchte einige heute ansprechen.
Unsere Interessen im Playback Theater spielen lagen in
öffentlichen Auftritten und in der Schwierigkeit des
Geschichten Erzählens. Als wir es am Anfang praktizierten,
war es wie eine Gruppe von Studierenden- wir haben ständig
dazugelernt. Heute wissen wir, wozu wir fähig sind:
·
das Herz der Geschichte zu berühren
·
die tiefen Gefühle zu halten und zu erleichtern
·
das Publikum wie ein Buch zu lesen
·
zu wissen wie wir unterscheiden wer anwesend ist
In jeder Gruppe sind jene, die am leiden sind ? wisst Ihr wer
sie sind?

?Wenn Du Frieden in der Welt herstellen willst, ist es wichtig,
dass beide Seiten reifes menschliches Verhalten zeigen.?
(Dies sind die Worte eines afrikanischen Autors über den
Versöhnungsprozess ? um zu verstehen was er meint, denkt
an das anregende und erstaunliche Bespiel Süd Afrikas von
1994, als Mandela bei den ersten freien Wahlen Präsident
wurde. Ein Blutbad wurde erwartet, aber es geschah nicht,
weil beide Seiten eine beträchtliche menschliche Reife in
ihrem Verhalten an den Tag legten.)
Als ich diesen Satz hörte dachte ich an Playback Theater.
Zum Beispiel:
·
als Spieler: Wir spielen die Geschichte, wir sind
niemals perfekt, wir können es immer besser machen,
dennoch müssen wir zentriert und in einer positiven
Grundstimmung für die nächste Geschichte bereit stehen.
Dies verlangt eine sehr Reife Haltung - die Fähigkeit mit
dem Unperfekten leben zu können.
·
Wir sitzen abwartend, ob der Erzähler uns auswählt
oder nicht ? es braucht reifes Verhalten, nicht ausgewählt
zu werden und eine positive Einstellung aufrecht zu erhalten.
·
Das meiste, was wir in unserem Playbackgruppenleben erfahren, Monat für Monat ? das erfordert einen
erwachsenen Umgang damit. Manchmal werden wir müde,
immer so reif sein zu müssen.

In jeder Gruppe sind jene, die ständig ignoriert wurden- könnt
Ihr erkennen wer sie sind?
In jeder Gruppe sind jene, die aus unterschiedlichen
Blickwinkeln wahrnehmen oder die anders fühlen- könnt Ihr
sehen wer sie sind? Wenn Ihr das sehen könnt, wisst Ihr
wie Ihr sie einladen könnt? Es erfordert schon ein paar
Fähigkeiten dazu.
Wenn Du darüber hinausgehen willst, dann musst Du etwas
über die Geschichte und die politische Situation wissen.
Wenn wir nach Japan kommen und laden Menschen von
dort ein, eine Geschichte zu erzählen, wissen wir dann genug
über die japanische Geschichte und Kultur? Wenn wir diesen
Dingen gegenüber ignorant sind, dann werden die wichtigen
Geschichten nicht herauskommen, weil sich die Menschen
nicht eingeladen fühlen. Also, was sind Eure Fähigkeiten
auf diesem Gebiet? Was unternehmt Ihr um sie zu
verbessern? Ich dränge Euch kontinuierlich daran zu
arbeiten, Eure Fähigleiten im Playback zu verbessern. Das
ist es, wie wir die Welt des Playback erweitern. Ich glaube
viele von Euch wissen wie das zu machen ist ? aber wir
müssen immer daran festhalten, ständig nach Verbesserung

Playback Theater verändert uns zu unserem Besten. Playback Theater verändert uns ständig auf dem Weg bessere
und vollständigere Menschen zu werden.
Sobald wir mit Playback anfangen sind wir so voller Freude
? es ist so ein Spaß! Nach ein, zwei, fünf Jahren antworten
wir anders, wir sagen ?Es ist so kompliziert, dieses Playback Theater.?
In den Anfängen waren wir nur ein paar, die Playback Theater
spielten- und nun sind wir so viele geworden. Da tun sich
viele neue Möglichkeiten für Playback auf ? was auch
INTERPLAY .7.

zu streben. Ich persönlich fühle nach 28 Jahren Playback,
dass ich immer noch viel zu lernen habe.
Also- technische Kompetenz ist ein Bereich.
Professionelle Beziehungen ist ein weiterer Bereich. Wie
stehen wir miteinander in Beziehung? Einer möchte vielleicht
so viel Geld wie möglich machen. Ein anderer konkurriert
vielleicht mit anderen. Jemand
investiert vielleicht Geld in
Broschüren oder Filme ? Andere
verschmähen die kommerzielle
Welt. Wir können ärgerlich
werden gegenüber den anderen
Gruppen oder denen, die Playback auf andere Weise ausüben,
als wir es tun. Es ist so einfach
diesen gegenüber respektlos zu
sein. Aber erinnert Euch ? reifes
menschliches Verhalten.
Die Situation hat sich so sehr
gegenüber den ganz frühen
Jahren verändert. Wir müssen
eine Weg finden als Mitglieder der Playback Gemeinschaft
verbunden zu sein, selbst wenn wir verschieden sind,. Eine
bestimmte Art von professioneller Haltung ist notwendig. Wir
müssen sehr sorgfältig mit öffentlicher Kritik gegenüber
anderen Playbackern oder Personen sein - denn als ein
Playbacker, schmälern wir jemanden aus unserer Mitte.
Seid sorgfältig dabei, die Arbeit der anderen Gruppen zu
respektieren. Verwendet nicht Auszüge aus ihren
Broschüren, Logos oder Fotos ? ohne deren Erlaubnis. Das
ist eine ganz andere Haltung, als vor Jahren. Es hat etwas
mit ernstnehmen zu tun, was wir machen.
In gleicher Art und Weise fordere ich Euch dazu auf das
IPTN zu unterstützen. Sie arbeiten viel um alles für uns zu
organisieren. Mit Ihnen an der Spitze und uns als
Unterstützende werden unsere professionellen Beziehungen
untereinander viel leichter.
Wenn wir daran interessiert sind, dass viele Gemeinschaften
im Playback repräsentiert sind, dann steht eine große
Veränderung an. Wir haben eine solch unterschiedliche
Geschichte. Wir haben einen so unterschiedlichen
Wohlstand. Also, wenn wir einander unterstützen wollen,
als gleichwertige Menschen, wie können wir das tun? Wie
können wir die Erinnerungen einer ungerechten
Vergangenheitsgeschichte überwinden? Wie können wir die
große Ungleichheit überwinden? Wie können wir alle
füreinander einstehen?
Das ist etwas davon, was wir gerade lernen ? und wir haben
noch mehr zu lernen. Es wird reifes menschliches Verhalten
brauchen, bei allen unseren Aufgaben.
Der rote Faden ist die Verbindung zwischen den persönlichen
Geschichten ? wenn es gut vonstatten geht, wird der Faden
einen wunderschönen Teppich weben. Das Design dieses
Teppichs ist immer genau das, worauf wir achten müssen.
Wir wissen aber, dass unser Playback nicht immer einen
solchen prachtvollen Teppich webt. Oft geht es in diese
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Richtung:
·
die Energie der ersten Geschichte ist hoch
·
die der nächsten schwächer
·
die der folgenden noch schwächer
·
und plötzlich haben wir alle Fäden verloren. Wir denken,
was können wir jetzt tun?
Wenn wir unsere Fähigkeiten entwickelt haben, können wir
deswegen meistens den Teppich vervollständigen.
Der rote Faden ist steht ebenfalls
für das Wachstum der Playback
Theater Bewegung. Ich denke,
wir haben alle eine große
Verantwortung dafür. Wenn wir
es versuchen, werden wir die
roten Fäden finden, derer es der
Vervollständigung der Playback
Bewegung bedarf.
Da ist jemand hier, der einst eine
Vision mit mir teilte. Es war jene,
dass eines Tages in jeder
Nachbarschaft eine Playback
Bühne sein würde, auf der Spieler warten ? und Menschen auf ihrem Weg zur Arbeit oder
auf ihrem Heimweg anhalten können um ihre Geschichte zu
erzählen: wie in einem Japanischen Teehaus. Die Vision
von Playback Theater - die mir nicht mehr aus dem Sinn
geht - ist, dass es überall so leicht zugänglich und verfügbar
ist.
Playback Theater ist wirklich schnell gewachsen und wird
möglicherweise weiter wachsen. In dieser Entwicklung ist
es möglich, dass wir als eine Gemeinschaft den roten Faden
verlieren. Ich habe keine Antwort. Es ist etwas nach dem
wir alle schauen und dem wir Aufmerksamkeit schenken
müssen.
Also ? Ich liebe Playback: die Verspieltheit, den Respekt,
die Achtung der Fairness, Wahrhaftigkeit und das
Verbindungstiftende. Wie können wir es zu immer mehr
Menschen bringen? Wie können wir die technische
Kompetenz aufrecht erhalten? Professionelle Beziehungen?
Reifes menschliches Verhalten?
Frage: Was für eine Rolle spielt faire Kritik?
Jonathan Fox: Das ist eine sehr wichtige Frage. Jeder von
uns braucht ein weit ausgebildetes Vermögen zu
Selbstkritik. Ich sage dies, es ist sehr kompliziert- weil viele
von uns sehr kritisch mit sich umgehen. Wir müssen uns
selbst akzeptieren ? aber wir müssen fähig dazu sein uns
selbst zu beurteilen. Es ist wichtig einen fairen und ehrlichen
Weg zu haben, wie wir unseren Kollegen ein Feedback
geben können. Was es zu einem sehr sensiblen Bereich
werden lässt ist, dass wir mit unseren eigenen Geschichten
trainieren. Es ist also immer eine persönliche und eine
künstlerische Ebene vorhanden. Wir brauchen einen Weg,
wie wir mit beiden Ebenen arbeiten können.
F: Wir arbeiten auf eine neue Art, nicht nur für uns ? für
behinderte Kinder, jene die deswegen schweigen sollen. Dein
Kommentar dazu? (Die Frage war nicht klar, ich erinnere
etwas wie: Du erwähntest Afrika und die Arbeit in der ganzen
Welt, aber was ist mit der Anwendung in unseren eigenen
Gemeinschaften, gerade den kleinen, wie ist es mit

behinderten Kindern?)
J.F.: Das ?Playback-Wachstum? ist nicht lateral ? in jeder
Gemeinschaft sind viele neue Anwendung, neue Kontexte.
Wo immer die Erfahrung von Unterdrückung oder zum
Schweigen gebracht zu werden da ist ? dort ist es wichtig
den Erzählenden eine Chance zu geben zu erzählen. Auch
die Kinder mit Behinderung sind wichtig!
F: Seit einigen Jahren hat sich etwas in Dir im Bezug auf
Playback geändert. Was?

J.F: Die Zeit ist zu kurz um darauf zu antworten (lachen).
Mein eigenes Wachstum hat sich in den Bereichen von
sozialer Aufmerksamkeit und dem Verstehen der
Wichtigkeit von sozialer Gerechtigkeit vollzogen. Ich wollte
immer, dass Playback Theater ein Platz ist an dem alle
ihre Geschichte erzählen können. Jetzt weiß ich, wie
schwierig das ist. Und nun weiß ich, wie ich einige essenzielle
Schritte unternehmen kann, um es für Menschen möglich
zu machen ihre Geschichten zu erzählen.



Conference Reports
At the Conference: A Playback AZ Performance
Jude Murphy
Chords were still rippling from
Aki Munakata playing the Kawai
Grand Piano as Playback AZ entered the white performing space.
The group moved smoothly into a
“flock” formation and introduced
themselves with a phrase and a gesture mirrored by the whole group.
The elegance and precision of the
company’s work was a touchstone
throughout the evening’s performance.
Hiroko Ishii conducted with graciousness and poise. Her sense of
rhythm was admirable at every point:
she appeared relaxed and flowing with
the tellers without ever rambling and
her transitions were always crisp. Her
initial inquiry about the countries we
came from was revealing in itself; people standing and calling out their country of origin was theatrical and assisted
us to grasp the diversity of the group
gathered there. There were fewer Japanese people than I expected - perhaps
more had chosen to go to the Hong
Kong Company’s performance at the
same time. Always choices at conferences bring regrets that more cannot be sampled.
During the fluid sculptures there was
a sense of spaciousness created. The performers used stillness and silence effectively to allow the music to drift over

the top, providing depth as well as punctuation. The team looked like a seamless
ensemble, despite the fact that Miho has
lived more in New York than Japan these
last few years. Nonetheless, their experience together over time was clear and
their use of mirroring each other on
stage dramatically pointed and strong.
It is a particular pleasure to watch a Playback performance in a language other
than your own. Like when you see Shakespeare performed well, the story at all
times emerges when the actors are clear

in their intention and execution; this is a
strength in Playback AZ.
Rea, from Australia, was the first teller
of the evening. Her story encompassed
the Perth conference as well as the
Shizuoka one and brought forward
some of the complexities arising when
two different cultures try to meet each
other. The enactment was strong and
simple, aided by Aki’s accompaniment.
The dramatic “heart” of the story was
able to emerge, simply and powerfully.
Sahadev, from Nepal, was the next teller. His story encompassed something
of the comic, while capturing the real
difficulties of beginning a Playback
Company from scratch. A highlight was
his re-singing of Jo Salas’ song from
the teller’s chair - “There’s a story to be
told..” translated into Nepalese.
It’s a privilege to witness the work
of other Playback companies. The pleasure is intensified when the work is
marked by the graciousness and ease that
the Playback A-Z Company so ably
demonstrated through out the evening.
I wondered whether these are hallmark
features of Playback companies in Japan; I also know that the A-Z Playback
company have worked together over
many years to develop their skills as performers as well as their strong sense of
ensemble, which can only grow with trust
and over time.
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Poems and Paintings inspired by the Conference
BLUE MOUNTAIN, by Hannah Fox
Many feet walked to the edge of the blue mountain. Shoes
were left at the bottom and the feet began to climb. At the top,
a child played her drum and a bird sang from a nearby tree.
After listening to the song and the drum, the feet danced to the
music, and raindrops turned to sunshine. When they were
tired, the feet descended back down the mountain, the drum’s
rhythms still underfoot. At the bottom, the feet put on each
others’ shoes under the moonlight, and tapped their way home.

playful tribe gathers
sacred mountain calls us near
deep friendship blossoms
Nan Crawford, USA

Vor geschlossener Tuer
der Tag fliegt an mir vorueber
Vogel - Dich fang ich.
> At the closed door
> The day flies away
> Bird - I will catch you.
Marianna Tobler, Switzerland

The performance of the Hong Kong playback theatre was wonderful.
It impressed me very deeply. I am grateful for their performance
and for their attitude to the tellers and the stories. The conductor
and the actors of HK playback theatre are full of love. I’m so happy
to have shared with all the people who were in the performance
room.
Thank you Guys!
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YUKA FROM JAPAN.

The Journey to the 8th International Conference of PT at Shizuoka, Japan
was the first experience for me to attend an International Playback
Conference....
I had the first taste of Playback Theatre
in the beginning of January 2000 when
Mary Good and Bev Hosking carried out
the first training on PT in Bangalore,
Karnataka, India to three theatre groups
including ‘Jeevika’. We were thirteen of
us from Jeevika, a group working for the
eradication of Bonded Labour. The very
first training impressed me with the
power and potential in PT and this
impression was reinforced during the
course of the year when we performed
PT on a variety of occasions and to a
variety of groups. By the time we
underwent an advanced training the next
year by the same teachers, I was
dreaming of extending PT performance
in the vast number of villages - nearly a
thousand - to the groups of bonded
labourers, agricultural workers and
women with whom we were involved for
the past few years. PT, I realized, would
provide an excellent opportunity to these
most marginalised sections of the Indian
society to share their experiences
among themselves and, in the process,
get affirmed in their self worth and
dignity. The experience of doing two
workshops under the guidance of
Jonathan Fox in Melbourne at the end of
2001 gave me beautiful glimpses of the
inner strength of PT. Together with my

colleagues, Sangeeta, Ramaswamy and
Umesh we trained during 2002 ten of
our street theatre troupes on PT. Bev and
Mary gave an advanced training to all
the leaders of those groups in the
beginning of 2003. When we got the
news of the 8th International
Conference, all the four of us were
desirous of attending it and experience
the fellowship of the international
community of PT. But we could do it only
with support from outside. IPTN came
forward to support one person from our
group and I was asked by our group to
take part in the Conference.I took it as a
great privilege to be able to take part in
the International Conference in Japan.
During the first day of the workshops, I
was assigned the workshop by Nick
Rowe, “Personal Stories in Public Places:
Researching PT.” During the workshop,
we were asked to share the experience
of our journey to the Conference. I
volunteered to share first. I said that for
me coming to the Conference had a lot
of significance, especially on two counts.
First of all, it gave me an opportunity to
meet different PT performers from all
over the world and to learn more about
the different dimensions of PT. I had a
longing to meet the great leaders of the
PB Movement. Secondly, the fact that the

Conference was being held in Japan had
its own special attractions. Japan to me
was a land with glorious images of a
graceful people and culture; a land that
had received the message of Buddha and
allowed it to permeate every aspect of
its culture and life; a land that had
overtaken the West even in its
technological competence. Therefore, I
wanted to get some first hand experience
of Japan with all its greatness and
richness.All these expectations were
more than fulfilled during the few days
of the Conference and the few days
afterwards that I spent in some parts of
Japan. The cultural shows on the
opening and closing days gave me a
taste of Japanese folk culture. The
workshops on the three days, the
performances in the evenings, especially
the performance by the Hong Kong group
and the inspiring talk, “Red Threads,” by
Jonathan Fox have all strengthened me
in my convictions about PT. The personal
encounters with people from different
countries, especially from Asia, were
also very enriching experiences. Kiran
Kamal Prasad, 31 October 03. Jana Janita
Ranga – Jeevika,1289, I.S.E.C. Road,
Nagarabhavi Post, Bangalore 560
072.Telefax: 00 91 (0)80 321 0194 email: jeevika@vsnl.com

Mount Fuji was angry with us
because in the conference period she did not appear so much
at beautiful Shizuoka City, but all of the participants had a
wonderful excitement and shining faces like a Mount Fuji.
Most of the time we had to listen twice.Once in English
and another in Japanese. But we understood one time only. It
was the 8th world conference of the IPTN but for me that is
first world conference. I am new baby of playback theatre almost 2 years old. Up to now I am unknown within playback
theatre, like a baby who can express but cannot pronounce.
This is like me, I can express the feeling of playback but I cannot
pronounce the sense of playback theatre.
By definition playback theatre is improvisational and non script theatre where audience member tell their
stories from their life and actors play them with creative power. But in depth playback is a sea of stories, expressing
the tears of the Himalayas.
I have just introduced playback theatre in Nepal. I got the wonderful chance to participate in the world
conference. The 8th world conference was big pond for me. I know I could not swim very well in that pond. I could
not expose my self in the conference, but the IPTN invited me to that big playback pond, which is my great
experince.
Thank you. See you somewhere around the world of playback corner.
SAHADEV POUDEL
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Nurit’s diary of Japan
Japan September 20
03
2003
I’ve landed in my dreamland, finally. I’ve been dreaming
of visiting here since I was 5 years old.
Looking outside the train’s window, on my way to
Shizuoka, I realize that my dreamland” turned to be so urban. Like New York. I rode the “bullet train” as I always
wanted.
Arriving safely. Following Hiroko’s good instructions.
From the first sight Shizuoka looks like a Western city with
Japanese signs.
Feuyoso. A polite man explains to me, in Japanese, of
course, with a smile. I first try to explain in English then I
answer him in Hebrew. He smiles again.
I leave my giant suitcase downstairs and go upstairs very
quietly, to explore. An open door. Lots of shoes. I peep in.
Friendly faces, many smiles, and a cry:” It’s Nurit”. I have
interrupted a Board meeting!! I pull back, but it is too late. In
one second every one is running outside. Big warm welcome. Hugs, kisses, hellos. What a joy!!! Now I’ve truly arrived.
Slowly but surely I realize that first sight is different from
the second and third one.
Japan is very special, and much different from familiar
places.
In one city the new and old live side by side: antiques and
modern, ritual of thousand years with the newest technology. Nature, mountains and unique birds side by side with
shinning new cars. I am captured by this charm.
Japan a symbol of togetherness and…the group much
more important then the individual. That what two of my
dearest friends from Japan told me. Separately. But now it is
changing. Individualism is acceptable. Maybe not encouraged
but possible and not so unique any more. The group is still
important. It is the first priority.
There are secrets in Japan. Things that are not discussed
in the open. People don’t talk about them. There is nothing
more important then respecting each others’ dignity. Beautiful people, here. Smiling, polite, aesthetic, patient, and gentle.
Only a few speak English.
Aesthetic and order are everywhere. It is amazing how
clean it is here. As clean as can be. Streets are clean, shinning
pets, the cleanest children I have ever seen in my life: it is
raining. There is some mud in the park. Kids are playing
football. Their shirts are steel white. The mud did not get on
them. Not even a spot.
I enter a taxi, very carefully. Not to put any dirt on that
white-shiny clean cloth that covers the seats. White clean gloves
for every driver as well. It is always clean. I am charmed. We
all are.
I am inspired by that!! I go and buy 7 pairs of white
gloves to use with our playback group in Israel.
In a day or two, it seems that we all enhance the customs
and ritual of the place. We obey and accept all the rules unfamiliar as they were: no shoes inside the room. Shower before you wash. Yukata left side over right side. People who
did the opposite considered “dead”, and in my own eyes I

saw them rise from the “deeds” after some hurrah looks
from our hosts. To wash we go only wearing Yukata, slippers and greet plastic bag (or yellow).
The rituals are ancient but everything is the latest technology. Warmed-up toilets seats. The only thing: instructions are
only in Japanese. If you did not get the instructions by
now…you are cooked or half baked…the water boiler in
the rooms boils. Do not touch…it is more intelligent then us.
It knows what to do. Just don’t disturb it.
Our Japanese angels, they answer us again and again with
an endless patience. They keep calm. Every word is carefully
chosen. Every word has an important meaning. Pay attention. They mean what they say. They choose words carefully
not to hurt someone’s feelings. Punctuality, responsibility, seriousness. There are reasons for everything.
Sometimes I feel like I am an elephant in a porcelain shop:
not gentle enough, not polite enough, and much louder then
the average Japanese. I do not dare say one word in Japanese. It sounds so rough coming from my mouth. I would
rather speak my imperfect English…
In a day or two I feel as if I always wake up from good
night sleep on the floor, always eats “miso-soup” for breakfast with chop steaks and seaweed. I always walk barefoot
in my room, and in the end of the day you can find me
soaking in a big hot bathtub with 4-5 other women.
The best ideas, the best analyzing situations came out of that
soaking together in the bathtub. All important decisions, creative ideas - small talk too. Maybe this is what I want? Walking with Yukata and wearing sleepers. To have good conversation at the end of the day, with good friends at the hot tub
discussing what interest me- playback. To eat healthy, to sleep
healthy in a minimalist room, to take the time to think, to talk
with best buddies that life and breathe playback.
Well, every good thing must come to an end. This time
it’s true.
We are on our way to the hot-springs. Nine people. Brave
troupers with our “man of the hour”- Tibor. But this is another story. Adventure one.
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Ethics, Aesthetics and Policy in Playback Theater
María Elena Garavelli
We are always moving in ethical and aesthetic
scenaries.
Ethics takes place in an action also crossed by an
aesthetics.
An ethics of an aesthetics and an aesthetics of an
ethics.
Ethics and aesthetics that open to multiplicity of discourses, in order to get away from the official version that produces its own images of what is happening.

The Construction of Collective Memory and Theater of
Identity,
Working with the effects of the State Terrorism during
the Military Repression period.
We are a group that gets ready to work the stories of
other groups, the community that expresses itself
through the tellers.

One is one’s own ethics.

We keep the idea that we have to give voice to the
people, that when they have time and place to be
unfolded, they show up beyond the safe, exact, wellpaid official state version.

I am my ethics.

An impossible and also essential task.

How can you separate the dance from the
dancer?

To be able to rescue the autonomy that we don’t act,
the power that we don’t use and the knowledge that
is kept silent.

Our ethics is what we have been doing for more than
ten years, with community work in our country, and
in Iberoamérica.
In our practice, there came to be a net, a texture,
weaved with threads that take care of the defense of
Human Rights. And in that action, we have gone
through different topics:
Men and Women of the end of the Century,
Gender Groups,
Performances with The Suicide Center
Drug Dependency, Domestic Violence,
Reproduction Health,
Living with AIDS,

This is an ethical and aesthetic position - our ethics and our aesthetics.
Spontaneous Theater is for us, a place of micro-policy of resistance where people have a time and a
space to tell their own stories about the social events.
A space between the artistic and the therapeutic,
between theater and Psychodrama, between the particular and the social.
It is a time and a space for an ethics and an aesthetics of what we call:
The Collective Construction of Citizenship.

Letter to the editor:
I confess to almighty god and to you my fellow playbackers…
Playback Theatre is not a public confession box and unless all of us practitioners spell this out clearly we
might end up with challenges we are not equipped to handle.
A few years back when we were attending an introductory Psychodrama session the moderator’s opening lines were.
“Please see that what is discussed here, remains here and is not pointed out, laughed at or ridiculed once we leave this room.
I’d like all of us to take an oath on this before we start the session.” I don’t remember how many people kept that oath, but I
did.
We practitioners can take responsibility during show time, but what about the repercussions after that. We set the ball
rolling on someone’s personal emotions in full view of the public, but then what? I think these are questions that need to be
addressed so as to give a clearer perspective of what PBT is capable of and more importantly what it is not capable of.
A Christian priest after spending more than a decade preaching the word of god sits behind an enclosed space to listen
to the confessions of his congregation. He is accepted as an authority representing god and one who is duty bound to keep
every confession to himself. He is even authorized to forgive the sins and suggest penance. The practitioners and audience in
Playback do the same job of the priest- of listening - minus the obligation and responsibility. I think its an unusually one sided
contract against the teller. Anybody opposing?
If the argument is that PBT is a cathartic process for the teller, isn’t going to the disco, meditating or walking on the
beach equally good options?
Sibu B Vaz
THE SCRIPT – Bangalore - India
Playback practitioner
sibubvaz@hotmail.com
Any reflections email me: n.rowe@yorksj.ac.uk
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Gathering in
Hong Kong

A mini festival of Playback Theatre in Hong Kong from Sep 30th to Oct 4th. This event followed the International
Playback Conference which was hosted in Japan. It was an opportunity to welcome international playbackers
to Hong Kong – en route home from the conference in Japan – to share their experience, and for Playbackers
in Hong Kong to come together, play and share their experiences too. The Programme included performances
by local Playback groups as well as the international playbackers, seminars of local and international
experiences as well as workshops by the overseas facilitators.

If Japan was all order and punctuality, Hong Kong was all
swarming humanity and sweat, urban chaos. Robyn and
I both felt like we’d been dragged through a hedge backwards by the time we arrived in Hong Kong; we were
bedraggled, exhausted and in a desperate need of a Room
Of Our Own. Luckily we got one.
We ran two workshops, called “Listening through the
levels” which were aimed firstly at actors, then the second day for conductors. There were thirty five to forty
people in each workshop, Cantonese was the main language spoken and the enthusiasm for the work was immense. Several people attended from the Philippines,
Singapore and Taiwan; mostly the rest of the participants
were from the teeming and thriving Hong Kong PB community.
Janet Tam, Gus Mok Chiu Yu and the “Arts with the
Disabled Association” in Hong Kong had organised the
whole event; a celebration of Playback in Hong Kong
and an opportunity to bring in teachers from France,
Israel, Canada, USA and Australia.
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The whole experience in Hong Kong was fantastic for
many reasons. It’s a rare privilege to spend five days with
other Playback professionals, listen to them speak about
their work and have the opportunity to perform together. That in itself provided huge learning and an opportunity to reflect on my playback history and experience. The Playback community in Hong Kong has a vibrancy and enthusiasm for the work that I’ve rarely encountered. In particular, I think they’re pioneering the
use of Playback in the area of disabilities in a way that’s
quite inspiring. Thirdly, I had the pleasure of teaching
with Robyn Bett; again, the pleasure of “team teaching”
is fairly rare for me. It opened up a new path of developing as a trainer in Playback, that I hadn’t glimpsed before Hong Kong.
Thank you to everyone who contributed in such a
heartfelt way to the success of this Playback gathering
in the steamy, urban seethe of Hong Kong.
JUDE MURPHY

Expressing Diversity – a Gathering for
International Playbackers in Hong Kong
Janet Tam
The Arts with the Disabled Association Hong Kong
(ADAHK) has recently organized a Gathering for International Playbackers from 30th September to 4th October at
the Hong Kong Fringe Club. International playbackers including Veronica Needa, Hannah Fox, Robyn Bett, Jude
Murphy, Robert Osborne, Nurit Shoshan and Yves Postics
flew to Hong Kong after the Japan Conference for this mini
festival which included Playback workshops, performances
of local Playback groups and international playbackers, as
well as seminars of local and international experiences. Participants came from a diverse background. Among the eight
performances in the 5-day Gathering, we saw performances by children, people with intellectual disability, adults, the
elderly, women, students from an international school as well
as the visiting playbackers. Below is how some of them felt
about the Gathering:
Here, with lots of lovely faces, we had been singing and
trying together, sharing and smiling together, reflecting and
refreshing together, feeling sick and sleepy together…and
taking panadols and coffee together! Of course, the most
unforgettable are my learning: music, assertiveness, readiness,
use of short forms, and mutual support. What I’ve got are
not only from the workshop holders, but mostly, from the
mutual sharing and discussion with the others. It is a vivid
life-sharing platform. We are together. We are family!
And at the time we finally cried and missed such other in
the final Playback performance, I suddenly remembered the

word that’s my children finally said to me, ‘Without Playback, I would die!’ Thanks to everyone for giving me these
lovable days in October. It enriches my experience in Playback, and strengthened me a lot to continue my work.”
Emmy, Social Worker (participant of workshops and
seminar speaker)
“Everyone who was in the Playback Workshop has to write
how he feels.
Everyone who has watched a performance has to write, so
as for those who have performed.
Work hard Chosen Power
Friends Foreigners Very happy Performance All of us
We Tomorrow Fringe Club
Tsim Sha Tsui Self-Help Development Centre
Stories Sharing Cleaning the car Unhappy Sheltered Workshop”
Lai Tai Yiu, Chosen Power (also works in the Siu Sai
Wan Sheltered Workshop)
“I performed Playback at the Fringe Club in Central. It was
a brave new experience. I think it was a different me. Had
the courage to perform people’s stories and I tried my best.
I collaborated with different people. It was a success. I used
cloth to enact different stories. I was happy.
Learn English through Playback. I have learnt some English
through the Playback stories.
Watching the foreigners doing Playback together, it was a
fresh experience. Very good stories, the English stories. I had
enacted the stories told in English. They shared how they
felt in the training workshop. Nice sharing. Fantastic.”
Lee Wai Hong, Chosen Power
My thought about performance:
1. I think I did a good job that day because I was performing freely.
2. I was very nervous. Worried I couldn’t do it and then I
doubted if what I did would be satisfactory.
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3. I hope I can be more lively and better to watch – like a
picture.”
Raymond Hui, Chosen Power

Voice is also a musical instrument. Singing with feelings in
playback , is a song of life.
Chung Chun Sing, staff of Chosen Power

What have I learned this time? Including high, middle, low,
be the conductor, actor, change movements, share stories,
listening to English while performing, I could sing others’
feelings in Playback, know more new friends (including those
from overseas), dance, make sounds with movements.
Ming, Chosen Power

“It’s great to have my kid PB team performing at the HK
PB Conference 2003. This enhances their co-operation and
unfolds individual potential. Comments enrich the future
learning of the group.
The Conference also embraces the participation of
different groups including the elderly, youth centre, school
team with various nationalities, people with intellectual disability; no matter what their background and experience are,
with respect and listening, the teams united and shared with
the audience.
Wong, Social Worker, Boys’ & Girls Association Hong
Kong (BGCAg, Sham Tseng Children & Youth Integrated Services Centre

“Playback Theatre, Chosen Power Performance, Myself,
Friends, Workshop, High Middle Low, Voice from the Heart,
Communication, Appreciating Everybody Feelings”
Chung Wing Kin, Chosen Power
“The workshop (4/10) was fun. People from different cultures came together. We sweated so much in the exercise. As
a matter of fact, those were
Playback games. The teacher
kept showing us what we had
to pay attention to when doing
Playback… such as paying attention to the details!
(little note in the circle coming
from the head of the figure)
“The foreign way of Playback
is very different from the Chosen Power way!???”
Bus, staff of Chosen Power
On the night of 2nd October,
we were at the Fringe Club, performing ‘Our Art’. It was a
bit chaotic, scary, lots of fun and exciting. At last there was a
lot of applause. We heard feedbacks – positive and negative
ones. We hope to do better in future!
Mok Wai Sun, Chosen Power
At 9:30am on 4th October, 2003 (Sat), I was in a workshop
on movements in Causeway Bay. We used our bodies to
make different movements. I think it wasn’t that difficult to
use the body. I was very interested in one of the exercises in
which we did movement with the music from CD.”
Ho Chin Pang, Chosen Power
Workshop about Listening
Can get to know different friends
Can perform stories with different people
Can learn how to listen to people
Sharing their stories and I also told stories
We danced and use the body to make different movements.
Tam Carman, Chosen Power

“Before the training of acting and
telling stories in front of public,
I was a shy girl and dared not
speak in a loud voice. Before, I
usually stuck to one way thinking
and dared not act in a deviated
way. The training of telling story
trained me to be creative in response and acting. I really treasured the experience in this event
and hope we can join together to
have another opportunity in future.”
Karin Ho Ka Wing, BGCA
“I felt very excited in the performance. I learnt a lot in acting during the training lessons. I learnt to be responsive, creative, co-operative and sociable. I really treasure that experience and hope we can have another performing opportunity in the near future.”
Rowena, BGCA
“The Playback activities provide me opportunities to meet
new friends and train my courage and response. I hope I can
participate in this kind of meaningful activities again.”
Hui Long Tin, BGCA
(Karin, Hui Long Tin and Rowena are members of the
BGCA Centre. They are probably not more than 10 years
old. It was their first time to be on stage.)
A full version of this article can be found on the Interplay
website at
http://www.playbacknet.org/interplay/news/janettam.html

In the past, I knew nothing about playback. Now I understand that listening with your heart is very important.
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Nurit’s diary...
Hong-Kon
g, 30/9-4/10
Hong-Kong,
Running to catch the flight to
HK was some clue for the coming five days. We almost missed
the flight, going a long-long way
from the “hot-springs” somewhere on the beautiful mountains
of Japan to Narita airport.
Small talk, big talk. Good
time on the flight with four musketeers: Nurit, Jude, Robyn and
Yves have landed just on time to
have a warm welcome at the airport from Veronica who landed
with Hanna five minutes before.
At the hotel we had a big surprise: a gift and a letter. We
found out that we are going to meet some very important
people. A group of beautiful, strong, gentle and inspiring
people: the Chosen Power. No, they are not some mysterious group, but they showed us the meaning of being a person among others, the meaning of finding a meaning to our
life and the meaning of giving a good positive struggle to
gain what we wish for in life. They overcome any obstacles
that nature put in front of them and showed us that every
thing is possible.
They choose to use their power.
The people who worked with them for years are so humble, loving and they are with them as friends as companions
for life. Together they make a beautiful example of what we
can become with loving, accepting and respecting everyone
on earth, like we should have done.

Who are they? You must be
wondering…well, they are people from the ADA- Arts with the
Disabled Association Hong
Kong.
One of them told me
about what is the meaning of
playback theatre for him: he said
that before they did work with
PT he was taught about feelings,
about been happy sad or angry,
but now after doing workshops
and acting with his PT group the
meaning of feeling become more
rich for him. Now he is familiar with more feeling. It is like
a painter who use to paint with a few colours and now has
lots of colours to paint with. Colours that even have flavours if you wish to try them!!!
Five days of playback theatre in Hong Kong. Every day,
all day. It was such a treat. Every day was special. Giving and
receiving: workshops, performances, love, and humanity.
From everywhere people were doing the best to give us
good welcoming feeling, and at the same time they where
enthusiastic to learn some more.
I felt I was given a gift to be a part of this activity, with
such an amazing group of people.
Thank you Veronica. You put this seed in the Hong Kong
ground and gave it good support, and good gardeners who
helped grow it up to a young beautiful tree.
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“Men Redefining Men: Playback inside prison walls.”
by Rich Menges
For those of you who’ve considered offering the Playback experience
through institutions, the questions of ‘who’, ‘where’ and ‘how’ are important.
In a maximum-security prison, survival – not only of the program, but
potentially of individuals themselves – can hinge on how these questions
are addressed. For the last two years I’ve offered Playback Theatre to
groups of inmates at Graterford, Pennsylvania’s largest prison, housing
up to 3500 men outside Philadelphia. The intent of this article is to share
what’s been done and what’s been learned, supporting further development of Playback in other environments.
The questions of ‘who’ and
‘where’ were answered in part
by acceptance by the Prison’s
Director of Alcohol & Other Drug
Department of my request to bring
our program to the inmates in
their “Jericho” Therapeutic Community. Those fifty men were already committed to twelve months
of intensive recovery work inside
a living space which was both a
psychological “safe container”
and a separate physical building
inside the prison walls. These
men are a unique subgroup of
the general prison population interested in learning more about
themselves to improve the quality of their life.
That left ‘how’. Initially,
through the mentorship of Sarah
Halley, Playback Teacher and Artistic Director of Playback Philadelphia,
efforts were made to establish a company or team of actors dedicated to
bringing Playback into prisons. A few actors were recruited, yet after a
couple of months it became clear that the level of commitment and time
investment could not be maintained long enough, without financial compensation, to become a functioning team. So it was decided that we’d invite
the inmates themselves to step into the acting role, beyond being audience
and tellers.
While it did not happen, I had hopes of developing a highly skilled and
motivated team of inmate actors who would in turn perform for groups of
other inmates over time, inspiring them to get involved. While time is one
commodity most inmates have in abundance, the logistics of organizing
any type of group event are overwhelmingly difficult, due to security considerations. The prison system is stacked heavily against anything “new”
at any time, especially if it is championed by outsiders. Innovation is rare.

A small group ignites interest from a larger group
After six months of researching, visioning, organizing, negotiating,
and planning, in January of 2002 a team of volunteers and I began offering our ‘Sharing Inside Time’ Men’s Training to a group of 11 men. The
original design called for 14 weeks of Wednesday evening meetings (3
hours each) followed by a Weekend Intensive. The current design is four
full Saturdays over a 2-3 month period, followed by a weekend intensive.
The Feeling/Sound & Motion Playback Exercise quickly became a
significant part of our group check-in and check-out process at every
meeting. When it became time to hold an introductory presentation to start
a second group training, our graduates enthusiastically insisted on demonstrating Sound & Motion, inviting their brothers from the larger group of
fifty to step up and get involved. In that social context, the exercise provided something new and healthy, stimulating, challenging, and creative.
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Some men jumped into participation. Others stood with arms crossed
across their chests frowning on the sidelines. More and more became
engaged through laughter, joking, teasing, and mirroring, eventually stepping into the inner circle themselves.
Participation in this was risky behaviour: not due to prison rules, but
due to social norms. It broke the rigid definitions or boundaries of “who a
man should be.” Silly? Funny? Making strange sounds? Sounds and
weird motions together? This tied into sharing your feelings?

A group of fifty plays
back
With that kind of reception in the group of fifty, and continued positive engagement with
additional Playback elements in
the small group (12), I negotiated an opportunity to conduct
three two-hour Playback sessions during morning prime time
over a three-month period.
Davis Rodriguez Melendez volunteered to co-facilitate. From
the beginning of this effort, he
was a gem of a resource because he was not only an experienced Playback actor, but also
a Black Hispanic man interested
in prison work. This was valuable because the racial mix of the
group of fifty is about eighty percent black, ten percent Hispanic, and ten
percent white.
Fluid Sculptures were avoided due to social taboos (and prison rules)
against physical touching. Although prison rules dictate otherwise, certain
types of hugs are “normal” on the Jericho Unit, for example, hugging with
one arm around each other while the other is between the two bodies and
hands are shaken or banged together as fists. No music or props were
used except coloured cloths, which took months of effort for approval to
bring in.

Group of fifty: results
What were the results of these three group-of-fifty Playback sessions?
Participation grew slowly but surely as men became more comfortable
with who we were and what we were offering, as well as seeing their
peers take chances, step out, survive and thrive.
z
Several men in the group tended to “act out” in childish behaviour,
disrupting the group again and again. The stimulating effect of the warmup games was difficult to contain.
z
Resistance to being actively involved looked like silent passivity, or
continued verbal commentary along the sidelines (which did not contribute
to success), up to overt disruption through screams of laughter.
z
By the time the group had progressed into enacting stories, the content
of the stories shared was disappointing. Some courageous men came up
and shared. Inevitably, those stories were filled with ego bluster: proudly
telling how they’d stuffed an enemy gang member into the trunk of a car;
drinking and partying with girls while cockroaches fell off the apartment
ceiling — are two memorable ones that came out.
z
In debriefing with a counsellor who witnessed the sessions, she emphasized that “the word on the street” was that this stuff was “Gay.” Which
meant that, “it was not what real men do.” It was not macho. It was not
strong, not powerful. It did not fit “my definition of who I have learned to be
z

as a man.” Paradoxically, this re-defining of Who You Are as a Man is what
the men’s work is about. Yet, there was significant resistance and negativity to Playback alone accomplishing that. We agreed that in the group-offifty context, men were unwilling to share anything genuinely meaningful to
them. In my men’s work world, we call this “an unsafe container.” Hence,
we decided to discontinue Playback in the large group.

Very different responses from a small group
Since that time, we’ve continued to offer and use Playback in 4 smaller
groups (5 total) with very different results. By the time Playback Theatre
was introduced to the smaller groups, we had already established “a safe
container,” where unconditional acceptance, agreements around confidentiality, conflict resolution, encouragement, inclusion, appreciation, respect, and the sharing of deep inner discoveries including the range of
emotions were well-established norms. Significant trust had been created.
Playback was only introduced three quarters of the way through a forty or
sixty-hour total experiential learning experience.
The Life Review process was borrowed from Robin Casarjian’s ‘Houses of Healing’ book. This involves stepping back / going inside via guided
meditation, to a new broader perspective on your life. It is accomplished
by scanning back over the movie of your life, identifying the one scene /
image which is The Most Proud Event. Eventually recording this in your
journal… going back, scanning back to The Most Regretful/Sorry Scene,
recording this (and four other scenes as well.) Once the six scenes are
identified, we shared and discussed them, then used Playback to enact
The Most Proud and The Most Sorry scenes for each participant. We’ve
done that with about 30 men now, the majority willing to share their stories
and have other group members and volunteer staff enact them, and others
willing to share stories but not be enacted.
Sharing the important stories is in itself an accomplishment, as the
entire culture of prison strongly reinforces the locking up / protecting of
anything important or valuable to you… throwing away the key until the
time and place are safe enough to bring them out. Emotionally charged
peak experiences of a lifetime (“good” and “bad”) certainly fall into that
category.

Types of stories enacted
In one group, we enacted the crime which brought a beautiful large
black man into prison for life – a brutal murder while on drugs. Witnessing
this in that safe and supportive place triggered a shift in perspective, which
contributed significantly to a dramatic turn-around in attitude, feelings, selfesteem, and leadership – the Lifer eventually becoming an honoured
Peer Counsellor who supported dozens of men daily on the Jericho Unit.
Other enacted stories have included:
z
Inmate and peers assaulting someone almost to death (the offence
which ended in jail time)
z
Participating in the birth of their child (multiple stories around this)
z
Children witnessing police handcuff and take their father away (the
teller either in the father or the child role)
z
Winning a state championship basketball game (before arrest & jail)
z
Singing solo in an out-of-town choir performance (the featured singer
fell ill and they were asked to step up)
z
Bringing home presents/gifts for their kids (multiple times).

The impact of volunteers, conductor and inmate actors
The impact of volunteers playing roles in inmate stories has been
significant, especially in establishing new possibilities of overt emotional
expression (crying, wailing, raging, etc) and in playing roles of feminine
characters (inmates do not want to go there). One volunteer staff man
recently played the role of a grandmother of a niece who was shot in the
back yard by a drive-by shooting in front of the house. The whole room
was stunned because everyone could relate to innocent relatives getting
shot! Dramatic grief expressed by the grandmother character in Playback
was more cathartic than what happened in real life, where the reaction to

grief and violence usually goes to vengeance, shutting down, or drugging
up, or taking that emotional charge sideways in criminal behaviour against
someone unrelated to the trauma itself.
Most of the participants in the small group Playback have never seen
it beforehand; they’re encouraged just to get up and “do it.” They often
demonstrate surprising skill and creativity as actors. And chaos reigns in
various moments. As conductor, I encourage them to bring out and clarify
the story, picking which actors play the key roles. Then I simplify the story,
dividing it into 2,3, or 4 scenes, using a bell to signal the closing of each
scene. I ask them to do this to honour their brother the teller, to honour the
story, at the end offering it up to them from their heart. Tellers are frequently
moved in noticeable ways. Participants relate closely to other’s stories
occurs again and again, sometimes with emotional reactions through simply being a witness. The experience seems to bond everyone together.

The consequences of playback and the power of stillliving stories
In my opinion, Playback Theatre has brought great gifts of healing,
catharsis, emotional release, shifted perspective, acceptance, forgiveness,
and creative fun to many of the 30 offenders privileged to be part of it. The
living power of deep emotionally-rooted stories has become even more
apparent when after twenty five or more hours of preparation, we spend
up to eight hours in individual psychodrama process during our weekend
intensive. In our recent group of eight men, two shared incidents where at
a young age, their father had confronted them ‘up close and personal’ with
a handgun, blasting them with threatening and shaming messages. These
stories seemed as alive as if they’d happened yesterday.
Another man appeared to be “sweating bullets,” just beginning to open
up in agonizing slow time to speak of what happened to him (almost 10
years ago) at age 17. The story involved a violent incident where he and
others took retribution on someone for “dissing” (disrespecting) his cousin. Maybe half the story made it out in our secure container, and that in
itself, when he could go no further, triggered honouring and appreciation
from the rest of the circle for what he was able to share. Now that a door
is open to that chamber of his heart, perhaps some day the story can come
out further and the emotional pain can be released.
In a jail or prison, the negative judgments and fearful reactions of other
inmates can be very dangerous to live around. When vulnerability and
emotional sensitivity is bad and weak, and in some cases can provoke
attacks against you, extraordinary conditions and understandings must be
well established before venturing into Playback territory. Otherwise, the
offering could trigger hurtful consequences which are unintentional. On
the other hand, if the emotional charges around the stories, especially
wounds, are not released, the probability of repeated drug abuse and
repeated criminal behaviour upon release is high. That’s why implementing this work is so essential!

The vital challenges of creating a safe container
This has been an extraordinarily rich experience. It’s been very
gratifying in spite of whatever amount of work, effort, stress, and difficulty it
took to create the opportunity for the men. I encourage you to explore
possibilities with jails or other institutions in your area. First establishing a
safe container may be the biggest challenge. That involves creating a
significant degree of Trust. How do you do that?
Be Real! Open. Speak from your heart and gut. Acknowledge and
speak your truth in the moment. Lead by example. Model the behaviour
you’re inviting. Be willing to demonstrate your imperfections and vulnerability, yet be courageous and strong – at the same time! Bring your
thoughts, feelings, intentions, words, and behaviour into alignment / integrity. Accept and respect the participants, bringing a desire to serve. Ask &
listen. Lead by following and supporting.
[Rich Menges is a facilitator / trainer and psychotherapist living outside
Philadelphia. RMENGO@RCN.com]]
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went to Hong Kong for
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with, it is now easier for

Playback

Gathering. It was a great opportunity for me to know
more about Playback. I had a great opportunity to be
in all the workshops that they gave. I learned a lot
from the seminars they organised and saw beautiful
Playback performances by the different Hong Kong
Playback groups. I had great time talking to the other
participants about their Playback experience in Hong
Kong. My

group,

Manila

Playback

Theater

Inc. had recently given a series of workshop to a
transformation group here in Manila called Samaritana.
They help prostituted women from the bars and the
streets to leave prostitution and find alternative jobs
and finally live their normal lives again. They offer job
opportunities and livelihood programs for these
women.
They asked our group to help them prepare for their
anniversary performance. We had 4 weeks of training,

them to open up and talk
about their past. They admitted to have experienced
healing in that four weeks training. In their common
weaknesses they found their strength, through the
stories that they shared and through their playback
performance.
Our group aims to develop the playback theatre
concept as a popular theatre art form, serving as venue
for empowering grassroots communities by making
their stories surface and their voices heard, and thus
provides healing and transforming environment for
communities and individuals.
It is good that I had known playback and met you
wonderful people who gave me inspiration to do more
Playback in the Philippines. Life is beautiful with
Playback.
Panoorin natin! (Let’s watch!)

telling stories and exploring playback theater with

Edward Dantis, President-Manila Playback Theatre inc.

7 wonderful women. We heard great stories ranging

The Philippines.

Playback YYouth
outh Exchange in Kassel (Germany)
In cooperation with the KJBW Kassel and supported by the European Youth Action Program Birgit Ullrich
and Markus Hühn led a one week PT-Workshop. The young participants from Italy, Spain and
Germany discovered freedom, possibilities, sweet madness and deep expression. “I think there’s nothing
better than to put someone in that fantastic mood that is our new childhood; this is the only mood that
can free you, to show your deeper nature of human beings”, wrote Antonio from Italy about the time. In
2004 the exchange will be continue in Padova (Italy).
Markus Hühn
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Bev Hosking and Jenny Hutt accepted into International
Fellowship Program in the
United States for Playback Theatre Project
Its organizers hope that the new
round of international
fellowships will highlight and
strengthen artistic and cultural
approaches to reconciliation by
engaging those who already use
them in documenting, reflecting
upon, creating theory about,
and sharing their work.

Bev
Hosking
of
Wellington, NZ, and Jenny
Hutt, of Melbourne, Australia,
have been accepted into
Brandeis
University’s
International Fellowship
Program, which is running for
one-year under the theme of
“Recasting Reconciliation
through Culture and the Arts”.
Bev and Jenny are among a
group
of
Brandeis
International Fellows from
Burundi, Rwanda and South
Africa, Cambodia, New
Zealand, and Sri Lanka.
Bev and Jenny will focus on the
Playback Summer School run by Bev
and Christian Penny in New Zealand.
Their project will document the extent
to which playback theatre “creates a
space for deep community dialogue
involving the telling and receiving of
difficult-to-tell and cannot-be-told
stories.”
Fellows are being hosted by the
Slifka Program in Intercommunal
Coexistence, under the auspices of
Brandeis University’s International
Centre for Ethics, Justice, and Public
Life. Brandeis is a prestigious university
located outside the city of Boston in the
US.
The fellows have just attended the

first of two weeks of institutes at
Brandeis. The first was November 916, and the second will take place from
October 10 - 17, 2004. In the months
between the institutes, each team of
international fellows will document and
reflect upon the on-going work of at
least one member of the team that
furthers processes of reconciliation
through the arts and culture.
Recasting Reconciliation through
Culture and the Arts is designed to
bring together the questions and insights
of artists and cultural workers, many of
whom are already working in historically
divided communities. The program’s
goal is to facilitate conciliatory processes.

Applications were sought
from teams of two persons
who live or work in the same
geographic region. One
member of each team is an
artist, cultural worker, or peacebuilding practitioner already
exploring the intersection of
reconciliation, culture, and the arts. The
other member is a documenter - a
writer, oral historian, filmmaker,
photographer, journalist, sociologist or
ethnographer, for example - preferably
with experience working in historically
divided communities documenting
complex social processes and/or
facilitating reflective inquiry.
In addition to the presence of Bev
and Jenny as Fellows, Jonathan Fox is
co-director of the program.
Go to www.brandeis.edu/ethics/
fellowships/bif/index.html for more
information about the fellows and the
international program.
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A Playback Radio Performance in Bangalore
Are You Listening…..
Come let’s share, a birthday party. It was Arif Mohammed’s
birthday celebrations. What do we gift him? Suggestions kept
pouring in until we all agreed on a perfect gift for a playbacker,
born on march 27th, world theatre day - a playback performance
of course!! But where? On stage? Nope at a radio station! Yes
friends,The Script theatre company, Bangalore, created a history
of sorts by presenting the first ever radio play back presentation
for All India Radio (AIR). It was a tightrope walk to enhance the
essence of PBT. The entire team’s effort was to keep in mind
spontaneity, creativity, emotions, sensitivity, respect, empathy and
all the possible core values while presenting in the new medium.
For this performance we deliberately had only one teller- our
associate and birthday boy Arif, on whose life experience we
dealt.
The performance was acted out live first and then documented
before we embarked on the process of voice-recording it in a
studio. Every rehearsal brought along with it loads of excitement,
energy and fun tinged with an element of challenge and
bewilderment of integrating a playback performance with a
conventional studio recording. Although we do radio plays
regularly a new dimension was added by interspersing the
recording with parts of the playback songs of Jo Salas
The whole experience was extremely gratifying as it did not
merely end up as a recording but rather as a performance with
each actor delivering the lines with actions and emotions, much
to the delight of the lone recording technician, who by default
became the audience for us!

Our play was titled “ As the mask drops…” and it was clearly
an exhilarating and a rewarding experience to see the technician
actually dropping his mask of appearing to be strict and a nononsense fellow to an appreciative human being. The magic of
play back had been cast no-doubt!
Under the conductorship of Rajesh P I, with Arif as the teller
and Umesh as the musician we had Rajni, Pawan, Manjunath,
Bindu, and Rakesh lending the voices for this first of its kind
venture.
Rajni
You could reach us through pt@theatrecapital.com

The North Central Washington Playback Theatre Company has completed the first of two performances for
former residents of White Bluffs and Hanford, Washington. In 1943, the families of these small farming communities along the Columbia River were given from 48 hours to 28 days to permanently vacate their homes and
communities to make ready for the Manhattan Project. The enriched plutonium produced at Hanford Nuclear
Reservation went into the making of atomic bomb that devastated the Nagasaki, Japan. Former residents of
these communities have gathered every year since their removal. They are elders now, much fewer in number
but their strong sense of bonding born of their great loss has kept them close. The stories from the November
performance ranged from childhood reminiscences of collecting eggs at a neighbors farm amid the sage along the
free flowing Columbia to the painful day when everybody met in the town square wondering why they were being
told to leave, wondering where they would go now that they had been forced to leave. Within a year all of the
widows who had lived there died. What made the performance particularly powerful was that these residents had
before this performance never been publicly acknowledged for the great sacrifice they made. A second performance for the annual reunion will occur in August, 2004.
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JAMMING IN THE CITY
This past summer, members of three of the New York City Playback companies got together to play and meet at two jam
sessions. Spearheaded by Big Apple Playback Theatre and coordinated by Erica Eigenberg, the idea was to get together the
various NYC Playback companies (there are four!) as well as any other stray playbackers passing through the NY metropolitan area during that time. As most companies take a bit of a hiatus during the summer months, it was an opportunity for those
of us who were still sweating it out in the Big Apple to rehearse, share ideas, get to know each other, and to begin a broader
support network for all playback in New York City. Big Apple Playback, artistic director Hannah Fox, Playback NYC, artistic
director Paul McIssac, Sakuro Playback, Artistic director Miho Kanazawa, and Rivington Playback Artistic director Randy
Muldur, all expressed interest in this idea, to open lines of communication, bridge the gap, share stories and connect in a
meaningful way. The word was circulated to all the members of the companies and to others who know the forms and are not
connected with a formal group. A list was compiled and the emails started to fly.
The jams were a huge success. We had a great turnout for both evenings with members of each company attending—and
even Ann from Singapore, Jason from Oregon, and Erica from Philadelphia joined in the fray. Warm-ups were shared, conducting responsibilities rotated, and the jams were flowing as if we had all worked together for a long time. The comfort level was
astounding. A great time was had by all, and we hope to continue these jams, at least twice a year, in the spirit of collaboration
and connection.
Erica Eigenberg, Managing Director, Big Apple Playback Theatre 914 633-7361
steveitz@aol.com
http://www.bigappleplayback.com/

From Nan Crawford, Artistic Director - Pacific Playback
Theatre, San Francisco:
I’ve just returned from Toronto and the Summit on
Improvisation in Business which was a wonderful gathering.
The conference was produced by the Association for the
Advancement of Improvisation in Business [AAIB]. http://
www.improvinbiz.org
For the opening conference general session, Christopher
von Baeyer [Artistic Director of Toronto Playback Theatre
Project] and I co-conducted a Playback performance. Our
ensemble constituted participants of the conference who had
some previous Playback experience, including Carla Rieger,
founder of Vancouver Playback [Canada], Jacqueline Wislesky
and Syra Porter from Sudbury Playback [Ontario, Canada],
and Talia Shafir from Sonoma County Playback [California,
USA]. Our performance was tremendously well received.
Many of the conference participants - who have various
improvisation backgrounds including traditions from Viola
Spolin and Keith Johnstone - had heard of Playback Theatre, but never seen it. Our performance explored shared
intentions and expectations for the conference, successful stories of applying improvisation in business, and stories of

what we had left behind in order to be present at the conference. The players used few words and wonderful physicality
to portray the passion and playfulness, love and loss that was
shared by the audience. And Chris and I had a delightful
time creating the framework for our co-conducting, crafting the structure of the evening, and mentoring one another
in our roles as Artistic Directors of our own companies.
The conference sessions offered numerous reminders for
ways to translate improvisational skills into business contexts
by clearly stating outcomes and building direct bridges to
day-to-day workplace behavior. Participants from Canada,
US, UK, Germany and Switzerland shared stories and new
ideas for debriefing, marketing and following up Improvisation in Business sessions. It is a very generous, bright group.
Contact information and other conference materials are available at the web-site. The next conference will be in San Francisco, Autumn of 2004. To learn more about the next conference and share ideas with this global community there is
an email list serve that people can join, also via their website: http://www.improvinbiz.org
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NEW BOARD MEMBERS OF THE
INTERNATIONAL PLAYBACK THEATRE BOARD
Dear Playbackers all over the planet,
My name is Markus Hühn. It is a great honour and a gift to be a member of the IPTN
Board. I’m 34 and happy that I’m not the only one of a younger Playback generation on the
Board. As I started playback (1996) I felt a little bit lost with the older generation, who seemed
settled in their life structure. I’m feeling more like a traveller with a floating home base. Last
year I worked fulltime in a circus with handicapped pupils. Now my “job” is writing my Ph.D.
about Playback and doing some projects in education and Playback.
I’m interested in remembering the vision and the mission, the ideals and the heart of PT.
I have two visions, which I hope to fulfil in my time on the Board. Collecting articles and
building up an archive of playback publications could be one project during my time on the
board. I trust in your cooperation.
The second vision comes from the heart. I would like to fulfil an age-old wish of mine - to create a forum and network for
younger playbackers.

Tarja Laaksonen
I started my playback 1993. At first I was a member of Helsinki playback company. For a long time
I had doubts about playback. “What is this : therapy, art, true, false?” I could feel the impact it did
to me but didn’t quite understand what was happening. Since 1997 I’ve been a member in a new
group. I came from the psychodrama to playback so I felt that I needed to study more acting skills.
Somehow that led me to studying playback conducting. Now I teach playback for drama students
in Jyvaskyla university and drama students in Jarvenpaa opisto. I conduct one Pt group in Oulu
which i north of Finland. I fly there once a month to work with them for one day.
I worked as a sound engineer and sound designer in Yle, broadcasting company and studied
psychodrama, gestalt art therapy, supervising and of course playback.
We have here around twenty more or less active groups and many hundred interested people doing playback and I wish to
able to support for my small part Finnish playback come together and come in contact with international playback community.

Janet Tam
So, here I am, a Chinese who doesn’t quite look like a Chinese from in a family with eight children. Born in 1974 when Hong Kong
was still a British colony, I was raised here in the way for most of my age - the spoon-feeding way. Playback first came to my life in
1996, the year when I graduated from university. I didn’t exactly know what it was. I was just invited to a “mysterious” workshop
together with my buddies of my theatre company, the Well Drama Club, by a people’s theatre activist friend. What a typical spoonfed youngster!
After the workshop, we presented the first public Playback performances in Hong Kong ten days after Hong Kong returned
her sovereignty to China.
Little did I know the seed to Playback was sown until I left my high-paid job in a communications firm. I would say it was when
I regained my sense for life and my love for theatre when I joined the Arts with the Disabled Association Hong Kong (ADA). ADA
has always been one of the major Playback event organizers in Hong Kong. Thanks to Gus Mok, my “people’s theatre activist friend”
who is now my colleague at ADA. Also thanks to my buddies at Well Drama Club. With them we have also hosted Playback
performances and various Playback projects. Some of us set up the HK Playback Theatre Company last year dedicated to do
Playback.

Aniko Kaposvari
Hello, dear friends in Playback all over the world.
I am member of Theatre of Improvisation in Budapest since 1992. I also conduct and use Playback
Theatre or its elements in my work: mediation, Intercultural conflicts, conflict resolution training. Sometimes
Playback helps to solve conflicts through listening to /and watching/ each others stories as it did in a
Refugee camp, or is a training Instrument to improve social and intercultural competencies. I studied social
work and social policy, Through my previous work on the field of Human Rights Education in East Central
Europe I have contacts with several NGOs in this region. And I know some organizations, Trainers, who
would be glad to learn Playback Theatre.
I have lived in Vienna now for a year. I was glad as Jozsef Paradi asked me if I would take a part of his
former job in IPTN. I said yes, because I could contribute to maintain connections in and outside East central Europe.
Now I am looking for forward to organizing a meeting and a training for European /East-West/ Groups.
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